Phosphorylation of serum response factor by casein kinase II: evidence against a role in growth factor regulation of fos expression.
Serum response factor (SRF) is a transcription factor involved in the serum and growth factor regulation of the c-fos gene. SRF is phosphorylated by casein kinase II (CKII), which causes a large increase in its DNA-binding activity. CKII activity has been shown to be stimulated by growth factors and serum. Since c-fos transcription is induced by a number of the same agents that stimulate CKII activity, and since fos activation and CKII stimulation demonstrate similar rapid kinetics, a role was proposed for CKII in regulating fos expression via its phosphorylation of SRF. In this report, we provide evidence against this hypothesis by using several different strategies. First, by immunoprecipitation of SRF from cells, we show that the phosphorylation state of SRF does not change upon growth factor treatment. Second, by two-dimensional electrophoresis of lysates from a cell line that overexpresses SRF, we show that, although SRF exists in the cell in several different isoforms, there is no change in their relative amounts upon serum stimulation. Third, we tested the activity of an SRF mutant that binds DNA at constitutively high levels irrespective of CKII phosphorylation. If phosphorylation is regulatory, this mutant would be expected to constitutively activate (or repress) fos expression. However, when overexpressed stably in cells this mutant had no effect on endogenous c-fos expression, suggesting that CKII phosphorylation of SRF is not the limiting event for fos activation.